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DESY 07-014 Publi version | 8.12.2006Prodution and Detetion of Axion-Like Partiles in a HERA Dipole Magnet{ Letter-of-Intent for the ALPS experiment {Klaus Ehret,1 Maik Frede,2 Ernst-Axel Knabbe,1 Dietmar Kraht,2 Axel Lindner,1, �Niels Meyer,1 Dieter Notz,1 Andreas Ringwald,1, y and G�unter Wiedemann31Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany2Laser Zentrum Hannover e.V., Hollerithallee 8, D-30419 Hannover, Germany3Sternwarte Bergedorf, Gojenbergsweg 112, D-21029 Hamburg, GermanyReently, the PVLAS ollaboration has reported evidene for an anomalous rotation of the po-larization of light in vauum in the presene of a transverse magneti �eld. This may be explainedthrough the prodution of a new light spin-zero (axion-like) neutral partile oupled to two photons.In this letter-of-intent, we propose to test this hypothesis by setting up a photon regeneration ex-periment whih exploits the photon beam of a high-power infrared laser, sent along the transversemagneti �eld of a superonduting HERA dipole magnet. The proposed1 ALPS (Axion-Like Par-tile Searh) experiment o�ers a window of opportunity for a rapid �rm establishment or exlusionof the axion-like partile interpretation of the anomaly published by PVALS. It will also allow forthe measurement of mass, parity, and oupling strength of this partile.I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONNew very light spin-zero partiles are predited inmany models beyond the Standard Model. Often theywould ouple only very weakly to ordinary matter. Typ-ially, suh light partiles arise if there is a global ontinu-ous symmetry in the theory that is spontaneously brokenin the vauum | a notable example being the axion [1℄,a pseudo salar partile arising from the breaking of aU(1) Peei-Quinn symmetry [2℄, introdued to explainthe absene of CP violation in strong interations. Suhaxion-like pseudo salars ouple to two photons viaL� = �14 g �F�� ~F�� = g � ~E � ~B; (1)where g is the oupling, � is the �eld orresponding tothe partile, F�� ( ~F��) is the (dual) eletromagneti �eldstrength tensor, and ~E and ~B are the eletri and mag-neti �elds, respetively. In the ase of a salar partileoupling to two photons, the interation readsL� = �14 g �F��F�� = 12g � � ~E2 � ~B2� : (2)Both e�etive interations give rise to similar observablee�ets. In partiular, in the presene of an external mag-neti �eld, a photon of frequeny ! may osillate into alight spin-zero partile of small mass m� < !, and vieversa. The notable di�erene between a pseudo salarand a salar is that it is the omponent of the photonpolarization parallel to the magneti �eld that interatsin the former ase, whereas it is the perpendiular om-ponent in the latter ase.�Eletroni address: axel.lindner�desy.deyEletroni address: andreas.ringwald�desy.de1The experiment has been approved by the DESY diretorate onJanuary 11, 2007.
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BFIG. 1: Shemati view of (pseudo-)salar produtionthrough photon onversion in a magneti �eld (left), sub-sequent travel through a wall, and �nal detetion throughphoton regeneration (right).The exploitation of this mehanism is the basi ideabehind photon regeneration (sometimes alled \lightshining through walls") experiments [3, 4℄, see Fig. 1.Namely, if a beam of photons is shone aross a magneti�eld, a fration of these photons will turn into (pseudo-)salars. This (pseudo-)salar beam ould then propa-gate freely through a wall or another obstrution with-out being absorbed, and �nally another magneti �eldloated on the other side of the wall ould transformsome of these (pseudo-)salars into photons | appar-ently regenerating these photons out of nothing. A pilotexperiment of this type was arried out in Brookhavenusing two prototype magnets for the Colliding Beam A-elerator [5℄. From the non-observation of photon re-generation, the Brookhaven-Fermilab-Rohester-Trieste(BFRT) ollaboration exluded values of the ouplingg < 6:7� 10�7 GeV�1, for m�<� 10�3 eV [6℄ (f. Fig. 2),at the 95% on�dene level.Reently, the PVLAS ollaboration has reported ananomalous signal in measurements of the rotation ofthe polarization plane of a laser beam in a magneti�eld [7℄. A possible explanation of suh an apparent va-uum magneti dihroism is through the prodution of alight pseudo salar or salar, oupled to photons throughEq. (1) or Eq. (2), respetively. Aordingly, photons po-
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FIG. 2: Two photon oupling g of the (pseudo-)salar versusits mass m�.Top panel: The 95% on�dene level upper limits from BFRTdata [6℄ on polarization (rotation and elliptiity data) andphoton regeneration are displayed as dotted lines.. The pre-ferred values orresponding to the anomalous rotation signalobserved by PVLAS [7℄ are shown as a thik solid line.Bottom panel: Three sigma allowed region from PVLAS dataon rotation plus BFRT data on rotation, elliptiity, and re-generation [8℄.larized parallel (pseudo salar) or perpendiular (salar)to the magneti �eld disappear, leading to a rotation ofthe polarization plane [9℄. The region quoted in Ref. [7℄that might explain the observed signal is around (95%on�dene level)1:7� 10�6 GeV�1 < g < 5:0� 10�6 GeV�1; (3)1:0� 10�3 eV < m� < 1:5� 10�3 eV; (4)obtained from a ombination of previous limits on g vs.m� from a similar, but less sensitive polarization exper-iment performed by the BFRT ollaboration [6℄ and theg vs. m� urve orresponding to the PVLAS signal (f.Fig. 2 (lower panel) where also two other small allowed(at 3 sigma) regions are displayed.).A partile with these properties presents a theoretialhallenge. It is hardly ompatible with a genuine QCD

axion [10, 11℄. Moreover, it must have very peuliar prop-erties in order to evade the strong onstraints on g fromstellar energy loss onsiderations [12℄ and from its non-observation in the CERN Axion Solar Telesope [10, 13℄.Its prodution in stars may be hindered, for example,if the � vertex is suppressed at keV energies due tolow sale ompositeness of �, or if, in stellar interiors, �aquires an e�etive mass larger than the typial pho-ton energy, � keV, or if the partiles are trapped withinstars [14, 15, 16, 17℄.Clearly, an independent and deisive experimental testof the partile interpretation of the PVLAS observa-tion, without referene to axion prodution in stars(see [18, 19, 20℄), is urgently needed [21℄. In Ref. [22℄,one of us (AR) proposed to exploit the strong magneti�eld of superonduting HERA dipole magnets for a pho-ton regeneration experiment. In this letter-of-intent, wepropose a possible realization of suh an experiment.Within the international ommunity the PVLAS re-sults have triggered substantial ativities. Besides thisproposal e�orts are under way in Europe (at CERN,INFN and within a ollaboration of di�erent laborato-ries in Frane) and the US (at Je�erson Laboratories)to diretly test the partile interpretation of the PVLASresult (for a review see [23℄). Reently a orrespondingworkshop took plae at the Institute for Advaned Stud-ies [24℄ in Prineton. Aording to the presented timeshedules ALPS ould be the �rst experiment to larifyexperimentally whether a previously unknown partilean be reated by interations of photons with a strongmagneti �eld.II. PHOTON REGENERATION IN A HERADIPOLE MAGNETWe start with a disussion of the probability P!�!that an initial photon with energy ! onverts, in themagneti �eld region of size B1 and length `1 in front ofthe wall, into an axion-like partile, and reonverts, inthe magneti �eld region of size B2 and length `2 on theother side of the wall, into a photon. It is given byP!�! = P!�(B1; `1; q1)P�!(B2; `2; q2) ; (5)where P!� � P�! is the probability that a photononverts into an axion-like partile,P!�(B; `; q) = 14 (g B `)2 F (q`) : (6)Here, q = �����m2 �m2�2! ����� (� m�) (7)is the momentum transfer to the magneti �eld, i.e. themodulus of the momentum di�erene between the photon
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FIG. 3: Two photon oupling g of the (pseudo-)salar versusits mass m�. The 3 sigma allowed region from PVLAS dataon rotation plus BFRT data on rotation, elliptiity, and re-generation is shown in red [8℄.Top panel: Iso-ontours of the regeneration probability prob-ability P!�! , Eq. (5), for the parameters of the HERAdipole magnet, B1 = B2 = 5 T, `1 = `2 = 4:21 m, exploit-ing an infrared photon beam, � = 1064 nm, orresponding to! = 1:17 eV, in vauum (n = 1).Bottom panel: Same as top panel, but in bu�er gas withn � 1 = 5� 10�7.and the axion-like partile, andF (q`) = " sin � 12q`�12q` #2 (8)is a form fator whih redues to unity for small mo-mentum transfer q` � 1. For large q`, inoherene ef-fets emerge between the (pseudo-)salar and the pho-ton, the form fator getting muh smaller than unity,severely reduing the onversion probability. Clearly, invauum, the photon mass vanishes, m = 0. In a refra-tive medium, whih may be realized in our experimentby �lling in bu�er gas [25℄, the e�etive mass is given bym2 = 2 (n � 1)!2 ; (9)where n is the refration index of the medium. There-fore, by tuning n , i.e. by varying the gas pressure in the

magneti �eld regions, one may optimize the sensitivityin ertain mass regions by essentially tuning q towardsmall values.In Fig. 3, we display iso-ontours of the regenerationprobability P!�! in the g{m�{plane, for the param-eters of the HERA dipole magnet, B1 = B2 = 5 T,`1 = `2 = 4:21 m, exploiting an infrared photon beam,� = 1064 nm, orresponding to ! = 1:17 eV, in vauum(n = 1; top panel) and with bu�er gas (n�1 = 5�10�7;bottom panel). We infer from that �gure that it will bevery important to have the possibility to run the experi-ment with a bu�er gas of an optimal refration index. Inorder to probe the PVLAS preferred region, the other ex-perimental parameters, suh as the laser power, eventualpulsing, and detetor performane have to be designedin suh a way as to be able to test a photon regenera-tion probability in the 10�20 range (f. Fig. 3 (bottompanel)).III. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATIONWe propose a photon-regeneration experiment plannedaround a spare dipole of the HERA proton storage ringat the DESY magnet test stand. Both parts of the ex-periment, i.e. axion-like partile prodution and photon-reonversion have to be aommodated in one single mag-net sine the test stand arhiteture in its present on�g-uration forbids to plae two fully funtional magnets inline.The general layout of the experiment is depited inFig. 4. A high intensity laser beam is plaed on one sideof the magnet traversing half of its length. In the middleof the magnet, the laser beam is reeted bak to its en-tering side, and an optial barrier prevents any photonsfrom reahing the seond half of the magnet. Axion-likepartiles would penetrate the barrier, eventually reon-verting into photons inside the seond half of the magnet.Reonverted photons are then deteted with a pixeledsemi-ondutor detetor outside the magnet. The indi-vidual omponents of the experiment are disussed in thefollowing. A. MagnetThe magneti �eld will be produed by a spare dipolemagnet of the HERA proton storage ring. At a nominalurrent of 6000A, the magnet reahes a �eld of 5.355Tover a total magneti length of 8.82m. The devie is inplae at the magnet test stand in building 55 (Fig. 5).The length of the magnet inluding one ompensatingend ange is 9766mm. The \open" magnet is onnetedat both ends to two Helium feed boxes of 1180mm diam-eter. These boxes are the interfaes to the vauum, to theold Helium and to the eletri urrent for the magnet.The old inner beam pipe of the magnet has a temper-ature of 4K and is bent with a radius of approx. 588m to
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FIG. 4: Shemati view of the experimental setup with the laser on the left, followed by the laser injetor/extrator system, themagnet and the detetor table. An intensity-redued referene beam of the laser is guided parallel to the magnet for onstantalignment monitoring between laser and detetor.

FIG. 5: HERA dipole at the magnet test stand.follow the HERA urvature. A \warm" instrumentationtube of Titanium is inserted into the magnet to allow forinstrumentation for magneti �eld measurements. Thistube has an overall length of 13.5m, follows the urvatureof the beam pipe and ats also as a vauum barrier tothe surrounding atmosphere. The instrumentation tubeis insulated against the old beam pipe by super insula-tion. During magnet tests, the tube is ushed with warmNitrogen to keep it at room temperature. As a side ef-fet the heat load on the magnet is high. About 30 g/sof 4K Helium are needed to keep the magnet old and toprevent quenhes at 6000A.After a long shutdown the magnet was suessfully putinto operation again on September 26, 2006. A sreenshot of the ontrol monitor is shown in Fig. 6.The position of the Titanium tube was measured by

the DESY geometers. Although it follows the urvatureof the beam pipe, an open aperture of approximately18mm is available around a straight line-of-sight alongthe whole length, plaing geometrial onstraints on thefollowing onsiderations for the ALPS experiment.B. Magnet Insert UnitThe Magnet Insert Unit (MIU) overs all instrumenta-tion inside the magnet. It will be inserted into the Tita-nium tube already installed inside the magnet. Followingthe proedure of standard magnet tests, this tube will beushed with dry nitrogen of around 300K temperaturewhile the magnet is ooled to liquid helium temperatures.The main purpose of the MIU is to provide a suitablelow pressure environment (LPE) whih the laser beampasses on its way toward the mirror and bak. It needsto meet several requirements:1. The spae between the MIU and the measuring pipemust allow for a nitrogen ow large enough: tokeep the temperature of the inner measurement-pipe wall everywhere a few degrees above roomtemperature and to remove the heat produed inthe reeting mirror.2. The pressure of the gas speies inside the MIU is tobe varied between 1�bar and 10mbar. In order tominimize ontamination, the pipe has to be eva-uated and possibly baked out before introduingthe gas. If, at lower working pressures, degassingfrom the interior of the insert eases to be negligi-ble, ontinuous pumping and replenishing the gaswill be required. In that ase, in order to minimizepressure deviations along the length of the magnet,a large diameter of the tube is desirable. Also, the
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FIG. 6: Sreen shot of the magnet ontrol panel from Septem-ber 26, 2006. At this instane, the magnet produed a �eldof approx. 5.6 T with a urrent of about 6300A (ourtesy ofH. Br�uk).gas may be admitted through a long apillary withseveral holes along its length.3. The gas pressures in front of and behind the mirrorneed to be equal. A onvenient way to ahieve thisis to onnet both parts by a bypass line. Sineabsolutely no light from the laser may propagateinto the tube part with the detetor, the onne-tion must ontain a highly e�etive light trap. Tomake the onnetion symmetrial with respet ofow ondutane and to separate gas inlet and va-uum outlet, two pairs of light traps are needed. Ifthe two parts annot be onneted the pressuresin both parts need to be measured and ontrolledseparately to make them equal. This method is ex-perimentally more demanding, but does not requirelight traps.

FIG. 7: View of the magnet insert along the beam line at thebeam entrane, at the middle of the magnet, and at the beamexit (top to bottom) as seen from the detetor. The magnetinsert annot fully ompensate the urvature of the Ti tube.In designing the MIU, a ompromise between two di-verging objetives has to be found: reliable, repeatableand easy alignment of the axis of the laser beam andthe photon detetor and omplete optial separation ofthe laser and the detetor part, so that none of photonsprodued on the laser side reahes the detetor.We propose to start with an MIU shown in Figs. 7and 8 onsisting of three parts:1. The laser side part, onsisting of a metal tube of 7mlength, approx. 35mm outer diameter and 1mmwall thikness, with an optial window at eah end.It is inserted from the laser side.2. A dieletri mirror that reets the laser beam. Itis mounted on a holder suh that it an be ele-tro mehanially tilted around two axes whih areperpendiular to eah other and loated in the mir-ror plane. It is inserted into the measurement pipeeither by a speial tool or in onnetion with thelaser part. The temperature of the mirror is mea-sured with a temperature sensor. The laser beamis reeted bak out of the magnet, separated by
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FIG. 8: Shemati view of the magnet insert perpendiular to the laser beam (dashed line). Shown is the installation at thebeam entrane, in the middle of the magnet, and at the beam exit. Long uniform passages are ut out. Drawing is not to sale.the optial insulator and direted into a laser beamdump.3. The detetor side part onsists of two onentrimetal tubes of 1mm wall thikness eah. The outertube has an outer diameter of approx. 37mm. Itis inserted from the detetor side. The inner tubeis terminated with a full window at the detetorend. At the end pointing to the laser there is asmaller, eentri window and, diametrially arossit, a light trap. The inner tube may be rotatedbetween one position where the axis of the laserbeam passes the two windows, and another, wherethe laser beam axis is bloked by the light trap.Both tube subunits are suspended by (asymmetri)distane holders (�xed to the tubes) whih glide on theinner wall of the measuring pipe when the MIU is beinginserted. That way, in the middle of the magnet, theytouh the inside wall of the measuring pipe on the sidewith the smaller bending radius and on the opposite side(with the larger bending radius) at the ends of the mag-net. The mirror surfae is optially usable approx. 1mmfrom its edge. This leaves a horizontal learane of 14mmfor the laser beam into and out of the tube subunits. Theparts outside the magnet of the laser side tube and of theinner detetor side tube are equipped with vauum tightonnetors for pumping, gas inlet and eletrial wiring.The spae between the MIU and the measuring pipe issubjeted to a dry nitrogen ow.The tube material (e.g. aluminum, stainless steel,OHFC opper, Titan) will be seleted later in the designproess.An alternative MIU design whih onentrates on as-suring a omplete optial separation between laser anddetetor part, has also been onsidered and is only sum-marized here:� The reeting mirror is plaed inside the laser sidetube. Behind the mirror the tube is losed by ametal plate so that no light an esape.

� On the detetor side there is just one losed tubewith a window on the outer end.� Both tubes are joined in the middle of the magnetby a sliding oupling.With this alternative MIU the optial adjustment re-quires a omplex proedure. It relies entirely on the per-manent orrespondene between the position and dire-tion of the laser beam axis and referene beams derivedfrom it (f. Fig. 4). Both the detetor and the laser as-sembly need to be moved in and out of the magnet beampath in a reproduible way.In spite of its drawbaks, this seond MIU design anserve as a fall-bak solution in ase of unsurmountablediÆulties with the preferred design as well as a rossheking option in ase of evidene for axion-like parti-les. In setting up the experiment, we intend to makethe neessary preparations to be able to implement anduse this MIU design if needed.C. LaserThe design of the laser system is driven by two main as-pets: the need of large intensity of order 1021 photons/sand the small aperture of the MIU. In addition, ontrol-lable linear polarization is desirable to distinguish salarand pseudo salar axion-like partiles and to allow forsystemati tests. Commerial laser systems with therequired intensity are available for near-infrared wave-lengths of order 1100nm. Typial parameters for di�er-ent tehnologies are listed in Tab. I.An important harateristis is the beam quality fatorgiven by M2 = !0��=� ; (10)whih depends on the initial beam radius !0, the diver-gene angle � and the wavelength �. In the proposed



7Laser Conept Output Power (W) Beam Quality (M2) Polarization OperationRod-Laser 100 - 4.000 35 - 75 random wDisk-Laser 250 - 8.000 12 - 24 random / linear wFiber-Laser 100 - 10.000 1.15 - 35 random / linear w, qwTABLE I: Spei�ation for di�erent ommerial available laser systems.setup, the laser beam diameter is at best equal at theentrane and exit of the magnet, and due to �nite diver-gene hene has to be minimal on the mirror in the middleof the magnet. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of beam diam-eters with the propagation length for di�erentM2 valuesand initial diameters. It is evident that beam qualitieswithM2 < 5 are needed to safely guide the laser throughthe magnet.

FIG. 9: Beam propagation within the length of the laser tubefor di�erent beam quality parameters and beam diameters.It is planned to fous the reonverted photons on asmall region of the detetor to allow the use of smallpixeled semiondutors with low noise. The path of in-oming laser photons, reated axion-like partiles and re-onverted photons lay on top of eah other for all pra-tial purposes, and so the initial laser beam quality alsodetermines the minimal spot size of reonverted pho-tons reahable on the detetor. A orresponding urveis shown in Fig. 10. The required beam quality an beeasily ahieved.In summary: Commerial available laser systems inthe near-infrared region with output power above 200W(orresponds to a ux exeeding 1021 photons per seond)and high beam quality math the requirements of theALPS proposal. However suh systems are only availableoperating in w-mode.D. DetetorConsidering the onversion probability P!�! =10�20 (Fig. 3) and the laser properties disussed above

FIG. 10: Minimal fous diameter versus beam quality fatorM2 for a �nal fous lens with f = 20mm and a beam diameterof 5mm.we expet a signal of the order of 10photons/s, equiva-lent to 2� 10�18W. The detetor must be able to detetphotons at this low rate. Although this is hallenging,omparable sensitivities are reahed in detetors for in-frared astronomy.In the following we will onentrate on semiondutordetetors. As the ALPS time shedule is somewhat am-bitious we prefer ommerial available systems and annot a�ord for time onsuming extensive R&D.Silion, InGaAs, and HgCdTe have been onsidered upto now. For these materials sensors from single diodes upto two-dimensional ameras are available.� Silion:Silion detetors normally reah their highest eÆ-ieny at wavelengths around 700nm. At 1070nmthe quantum eÆienies reah typially only veryfew perent. Therefore silion detetors seem to beinadequate to our requirements.� InGaAs:InGaAs detetors are frequently used in infraredastronomy. Usually they are sensitive to photonwavelengths above 800nm and up to 1700nm (or2,500nm in extended versions).� HgCdTe:Suh detetors have also been used in infrared as-tronomy sine quite some time. They o�er a similarsensitivity range as InGaAs detetors.
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FIG. 11: Exemplary sensitivities of Si and InGaAs diodes.Figure 11 shows typial sensitivities of Si and InGaAsdiodes.We have deided to fous on InGaAs in the followingwhile still onsidering HgCdTe as a possible alternative.InGaAs sensors are available as single diodes, one-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays. As the laserwill be essentially operated in w-mode we do not needfast triggering and gating. Therefore we prinipally pre-fer two-dimensional arrays:� They are less sensitive to potential misalignments.� The beam ould be foused on the most sensitivepixel.� Pixels outside the signal region ould be used tomonitor the bakground onditions.Semiondutor detetors su�er from dark urrent andread out noise. To reah the required sensitivity the totalbakground has to be limited. As an exemplary alu-lation the maximal bakground is estimated requiring a�ve standard deviation detetion of the signal assuminga measurement with signal (S + B1) and subtrating abakground measurement B2.(S +B1)�B2pS +B1 +B2 > 5 (11)Assuming B1 = B2 = B and S = 6; 000 for an inte-gration time of 10 minutes a bakground rate of about1kHz ould be allowed for onsidering only statistis. Inthe experimental set-up it remains to be proven that thesystemati unertainties are suÆiently well under on-trol.The dark urrent is strongly inuened by the opera-tion temperature. To minimize the tehnial e�orts wewill onsider only ooling by Peltier modules (down to180K) or liquid nitrogen (77K).

We would like to stress that in the near infrared re-gion onsidered here the bakground indued by thermalradiation of the environment amounts to at most onlyfew photons per minute (depending on the size of thedetetor) and hene is negleted.In summary:� The detetor should be based on InGaAs orHgCdTe.� Fast triggering and gating is not required.� The dark urrent should preferably be below 103eletrons per seond.� The detetor will be ooled by Peltier modules orliquid nitrogen.� A two-dimensional array is to be preferred with re-spet to a one dimensional array or single diodes.� Small area detetor elements an be used due tothe option to fous the laser beam. This will helpto redue the noise.At DESY nearly no experiene with low intensity in-frared detetion exists. In order to build up some ompe-tene the infrared sensitive amera ST-402ME-C1 (SantaBarbara Instrument Group) has been ordered in summer.Although this Si-detetor ould not be used at ALPS itwould be an easy-to-use devie to gain some insight intoeventual experimental diÆulties. However due to thenew EU regulations (RoHS) on lead-free soldering theamera has not arrived yet.One of us (GW) has an InGaAs amera at hand(XEVA-USB-FPA-640). At present the properties of theamera are investigated, but probably the noise leveldoes not math our requirements. Further tests inludingooling are under way.



9Therefore we do not have at present a detetor avail-able mathing the requirement. Four diretions ould befollowed to arrive at an adequate system:� Continue the tests with the amera at hand andhek also other ommerially available solutions(i.e. from Prineton Instruments).� Chek the possibility to develop own read-out ele-tronis (based on ommerial available ASICS) forInGaAs CCD hips.� Develop a detetor based on single diodes.� Chek whether a system ould be opied or evenborrowed from an infrared astronomy group.Signi�ant e�ort is neessary within the next threemonth to develop a detetor system. Dediated personnelresoures are neessary. However no show-stoppers havebeen identi�ed yet so that on�dene exists to reah thegoals. It would be nie if at least two di�erent systemsould be built to allow for systemati studies at the ex-periment. E. AlignmentThe alignment proedure onsists of �ve steps:1. The inner detetor tube is rotated into the positionwhere the laser beam passes the two windows ofthe inner detetor side tube (see Fig. 8). The laserbeam is direted toward the mirror and reetedbak into the laser beam dump.2. The detetor now is aligned w.r.t. the laser beamby using the fration of laser radiation not beingreeted or absorbed by the mirror (less than 1%).During this step, the detetor will be proteted byadditional laser attenuation outside the magnet anddeoupled from the detetor.3. A low intensity referene beam, generated from themain laser beam with a beam splitter, is enteredonto a position sensor whih is �xed with respetto the detetor. From then on the position of thereferene beam is ontinuously monitored using theposition sensor. An auto alignment system will usethis information to maintain a proper alignment oflaser beam and detetor.4. The inner detetor side tube is now rotated intoa position where the light trap is behind the mir-ror, so that any light originating from the laser andpassing the mirror is bloked.5. The mirror system inside the magnet might havemoved during tube rotations and now needs to bere-aligned in order to reet the laser beam out ofthe magnet and into the beam dump again. Nei-ther laser nor detetor will be a�eted by this step,

thus the alignment between these two units remainsunhanged.Optionally, the adjustment proedure an be repeatedbetween measurement runs.F. SafetyIn the experiment we are onfronted with the followinghazards:� Cryogeni temperatures;� high magneti �elds;� high eletri urrents;� intense laser beam.The experiment utilizes the magnet test stand in build-ing 55. Safety onepts for the �rst three items are es-tablished for this area and will not be repeated here.During normal operation the main laser beam will beonstrained to the tube of the HERA magnet withouthaving a hane to esape. Also any referene beam asidethe magnet will be guided in losed tubes. A detailedsafety report (\Gefahrenanalyse") for the laser operationwill be prepared one a spei� laser system has beendeided on.Closed areas with fenes and interlok doors will be es-tablished at both sides of the magnet. A simple eletrialinterlok loop will swith o� the laser in ase of risk likeopening doors, quenh of magnet, opening of the systemet. IV. EXPERIMENTAL REACHIn this setion we estimate the sensitivity of the ex-periment w.r.t. the two physis goals: exploring the the-oretial parameter spae favored by the PVLAS resultsand reahing optimal exlusion limits in ase of no signalobservation.The searh for axion-like signals will be performed ondata taken with and without the possibility of axion-likepartile prodution, e.g. with the laser bloked before orguided through the magnet. Both measurements shouldbe performed alternating to minimize any systemati ef-fets. With equal integration time of the bakground andthe signal-plus-bakground measurements, we will needa measuring time t = 25 S + 2BS2 [s℄in order to observe a 5� signal exess over bakgroundwhere S and B are the deteted signal and bakgroundrates, respetively.With the variable refration index tunable with thegas pressure inside the LPE, we have the probability to



10adjust the maximum  � � �  reonversion probabil-ity for eah mass hypothesis, i.e. we an tune F fromequation 8 to be unity. The rate of reonverted photonsthen is ompletely determined by the parameters of themagnet and laser systems, with the oupling as sole freeparameter. Assuming a laser with an output power of200W at 1070nm sending its beam into a HERA dipolemagnet we ahieveNALPS = 1:3� 1025 � " � g4 [Hz℄:The oupling strength g is given in GeV�1; " is the eÆ-ieny of the detetor and all optial omponents, whihis not yet known exatly. Here we onservatively assume" = 50% and with g = 10�6 GeV�1 one ahieves a sig-nal S = NALPS = 6Hz. Hene with a bakground rateof 1 kHz it follows from the equation given above thatt � 23min are needed to observe a 5� signal. This timeis to be doubled due to the neessity of a bakgroundmeasurement.The allowed parameter spae from the ombination ofPVLAS and BFRT is onstrained to three regions withmasses roughly between 1 and 3meV and ouplings above10�6. In order to san these mass ranges, we will needless than 100 di�erent on�gurations for the LPE gaspressure, if the separation of the on�gurations is hosensuh that the photon reonversion rate with one on�gu-ration is still 90% at the mass for whih the next on�g-uration is optimal. The total measurement time to probethe parameter spae allowed by the ombination of thePVLAS and BFRT results thus is100 on�gurations � 46min � 80 h:To �rst approximation, the experimental reah for theaxion mass is determined by the number of pressure on-�gurations, while the sensitivity for the oupling depends
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